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The month in view

Coming up………..

• Conservation & sightings
• Cheetah monitoring 
• Reserve work projects
• Sable relocation
• Wild dogs on Pidwa 
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This month we welcomed “4 WOP”. Volunteers were from Australia, 
Canada, England and France.

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

Wild dogs visit Pidwa

On one incredible Saturday morning we received a call over the radio that wild dogs had been seen on the
reserve. It was just a group of 3 and they were on the move….quickly! We set off from camp and were so
lucky to finally catch up with them up on the Pidwa/Langa fence. It was just a brief sighting but amazing
none the less. We never really found out where they came from and they weren’t seen again. It’s not
unusual for small packs to pass through the area as they look for territory to call their own.

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer
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The team enjoyed some stunning sightings of ‘Kusala’ and her cubs, the best one possibly when they
were staking out a herd of impala just up the road from Askari. Sadly, a few days later she was seen with
just two cubs. It is not unusual for females to lose cubs in the early stages of their lives as they fall victim
to other predators, get lost or injured. We will be keeping everything crossed that these last two will
survive to independence.

Cat cub update

The 4 cubs of the Askari pride continue to thrive, the lion cubs have it a little easier regarding survival as
kings of the jungle!
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Monitoring of ‘Tillie’ the cheetah continues

Sable darting

Close, daily monitoring continued of our female cheetah ‘Tillie’ following her release from a life in
captivity. We are very happy to report that, after 5 long weeks, she finally made her own kill at the start
of the month, her second solo effort! It was a great relief for the team when one afternoon she was
found with a large impala meal. Daily monitoring will still continue until we know she is fully self
sustainable in terms of feeding herself.

Our second batch of Sable were moved this month, 12 animals from our other breeding camp. A mix of
young males and females were released into the wild during a morning working with Dr Peter Rogers.
Always great fun to be involved.
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

Reserve work & Projects
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Sessions continued at Klip pan, the rather muddy work of removing bull rush plants to prevent them
taking over. Additional sausage gabions were also made at an eroded section of the Buffalo camp to
prevent surface run-off, eutrophication and further soil erosion.

The nyala camps received their monthly
clean out to prevent build up of animal
waste around the feeding bays and
associated foot rot problems.

Tree protection sessions were completed to re-pack sharp rocks at the base of trees to prevent elephants
from debarking the tree or pushing it over completely.

For a video overview of 
highlights from “4 WOP” click 

here…..

Highlights video from 
May at Askari

Alien plants were targeted across the reserve. Both ‘Prickly pear’ and ‘Mimosa’ should be in South America
and not South Africa! The pears are treated with a herbicide which is administered systemically via
injection while the Mimosa plants are cut down using saws and the remaining stumps poisoned.

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
https://vimeo.com/340047361
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Read what other Askarians have to say or add your own review to Askari on Trip Advisor. 
http://www.tripadvisor.com and search ‘Askari Wilderness Conservation Programme’
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Conservation & Sightings

There was great excitement as an African wildcat spent a few days in and around the Askari garden, seen
a number of times by the team. This is usually a tough customer to spot owing to it’s nocturnal lifestyle.

Another rare sighting was when we
watched these 2 white-backed vultures
mating! As with most bird species, they
practice monogamy meaning they stick to
the same partner for life. Laying dates have
been recorded between April and June in
our area so this pair are right on track to
hopefully produce a chick during the month
of August.

Other sightings included the Askari lion boys,
elephants, spotted hyaena and some summer
specials….a monkey moth caterpillar and garden orb
web spider.

http://www.tripadvisor.com/

